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Timetable
Publisher
Simple, accurate and automated route scheduling
solution to generate easy to read printed timetables,
ensuring travellers make the best use of public
transportation.
Creating a reliable management and travel solution depends on the simplicity of customer
access and usability of the services and information. Printed timetables is still the preferred
method of locating information and making it easy to understand and accurate is vital.
Increasing traffic and delays on travel networks lead to strategic travel
planning and management. A well planned travel solution assists
travellers through a smooth journey experience with accurate and easy
to understand information.

Key Features
Utilizing the complete network data to further
integrate with all modes and networks

Cloud Amber has launched Printed Timetables, designed to significantly
ease and improve the process of designing and producing schedule data
from your transport database aswell as providing automatic workflows

Fully flexible and customizable with easy options
to update the network map and services

for volume printing and amendments whenever service changes take
place.

A more accurate and travel friendly approach

At a click of a button design high quality scheduled timetables,

View, Edit and Print a compilation of published
timetables at once

allowing complete management over the network. This includes services
throughout the year with customised options for specific stations and
stops, supporting precise arrival and departure times and an integrated
map covering all routes across the network - A more enhanced,

Editable templates, layout and content to allow
advertisements, messages or alerts

effective and integrated way to manage travel and for travellers
to plan travel.

Produce published timetables in PDF and INDD
format

Timetable Publisher templates are fully customisable to ensure
consistency with the flexibility of layout and content to include branding,
marketing and messages whilst ensuring travel friendliness and

Assists and supports in delivering various formats
of charging as well as supporting NaPTAN data

accessibility for all travellers.
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Timetable Publisher information assists in extracting all the various
charging information ranging from distribution, map, timetable display
extract charging used for billing operators. This solution is compliant with

Key Benefits

NaPTAN, therefore enabling the authority to export NaPTAN and
NaPTAN extension data including all stop points, time updates, and
location information directly from NaPTAN data.
The pre-defined time and travel route can be amended, reused or
removed from the database. Timetable Publisher is fully compatible with
existing systems and works with a wide range of dataset and systems
giving flexibility across the travel network and supporting the complete
schedule and travel management in the office, at any stop or station.
Timetable Publisher provides travellers access to dynamic timetables for
a particular journey at any day or time with an overview of all
services covering the travel network giving travellers a smarter way to
optimise and proactively manage their travel more effectively.

Fully integrated and compatible with existing
systems to facilitate more efficient use of existing
IT and road infrastructure.
Flexibility of amending or updating changes to the
network route/service and all connecting routes
and services are updated automatically saving
time and convenience.
Publish network map extracts for travellers with
the ease of understanding the network route, time
and the ability for messages to ensure passengers
have a smooth travel journey.
Reduce staff resource in manually entering,
updating and amending timetables.
Improving the accuracy of schedules, routes and
maps across the network.
A simplified decision-making tool for travellers to
easily find routes by either the service number,
network route or location.
Editable content to include contact details, safety
alerts and important messages.
Save time and reduce production costs in
maximising accuracy by removing the need to
re-input for errors and revisions.

Cloud Amber - Enabling the efficient movement of people and goods
Cloud Amber provides services and solutions to enable total network management across all forms of transport ensuring more efficient and
cost effective strategic and localised control. In addition, Cloud Amber provides proven fleet operations improving efficiency, operational costs
and service performance as well as integrated and informed personal travel assistance across all geographical boundaries and transport
modes.
Cloud Amber is also a leading innovation in intelligent and deeply integrated solutions saving time and revenue for new or replacement
solutions and has successfully developed and deployed new products in the market and challenged the traditionally incumbent and
mature positions.

For more information, please visit www.cloudamber.idoxgroup.com or email info@idoxgroup.com
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